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LOCK REPLACEMENT 

These instructions will guide you through replacing your Keyed Lock system or installing a 

Combination Lock system on your Original Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system.  

Simply follow the instructions below. 

While it is possible to replace / install a lock while the Original Hangman™ Triple Secure™ 

storage system is hanging from the closet rod, it is better to carefully unload any items you have 

stored in the storage system, remove the Original Hangman™ Triple Secure™ storage system 

from the closet rod and lay it on a flat surface. 

 

 

You will need a Phillips (PH) screw driver for the cam SCREW 

and WASHER, and a wrench for the 7/8 in. LOCK retaining 

NUT. 
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While supporting the DOOR, use the screwdriver to loosen (turn 

to the left) the SCREW holding the CAM to the LOCK.   

Set the CAM, SCREW and WASHER to the side. 

 

While supporting the DOOR, use the wrench to loosen (turn to 

the left) the lock retaining NUT.  Remove the NUT. 

 

Remove the LOCK from the DOOR. 

 

Installation of the replacement lock or the Combination Lock (optional accessory) uses the same 

steps above, as described below.   

1. Remove the CAM from the replacement LOCK by unscrewing the cam SCREW.  Set 

these aside as you will reuse them. 

2. Unscrew the lock retaining NUT from the LOCK and set it aside. 

3. Insert the LOCK into the lock hole in the DOOR, paying attention to the orientation of 

the KEY (Up or Down). 

4. Thread the retaining NUT onto the LOCK by hand.  If you can’t do it by hand, you may 

have cross-threaded the NUT onto the LOCK—remove and try again.  Tighten the NUT 

with a 7/8 in. wrench. 

5. Using the KEY as your guide, orient the CAM on the end of the LOCK, and lightly 

tighten the cam SCREW and WASHER. 
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6. Test the CAM orientation by rotating the KEY.  If correct, tighten the cam SCREW and 

WASHER with a screwdriver. 

You’re done! 




